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Theorem Let X & Y be graphs. A subsetS of V/)V(X)&is the graph of a homomorphism from an induced subgraph ofa

of size ISI to Y if and only if it is a colique in XY.

To motivate the proof, we offer a corollary

Corollary - C(y) = II. #

(h
, v)s(n, y) If u =x

Reminder: A/X) = A2) + A(X =Y)
or use Why

if either usx
,
so use and uty.



Proof First, suppose& is a homomorphism from an

induced subgraph o
of X to Y. 18 now are adjacent

vertices inNo , then flulfful and so (u, fil and/, fi)

are not adjacent in Xaky or in XxY.

For the converse
,
assume S&U/y) that is a

Coolique in Xoky and in XXY. Define the domain PCS) of Sto

be the set of vertices cain() such that myle) For some y in V(Y).



If ne0(s) andy,zeV(y) , then Cay) 0 (u,z) are adjacent

vertices in Xoky . Hence if no (s) , there is exactly

one vertex y such that (usyleS .
So S is the graph

of a function,a say, from D(S) to V(Y),

We show that g is a homomorphism .
If (y) & (, s) Lie

in S andr , then, since is a clique in Xoky , yg . Since

sup> & (g) are not adjacent in Y ,
we have yeg.



Therefore g is a homomorphism from X 60 % E

Lemma We have XY if and only if GaXY) - N 1 . 2

(The proof , in Roberson's thesis , is complicated)

Corollary 18XY andX Y
,
then

exercise

& (xy) ! q(Xy) = IV(X).



We have seen an inertia bound on 2).

Following Wojana Elphich , we show this is also an

upper bound on Cq).

Theorem If Wis a Hermitian weighted adjacency matrix for X

then
&q(X) & min En-n

+CAS
, n -N(A)]

Some preparation is needed·



A d-dimensional projective packing of a graph X is a

homomorphism from X to the orthogonality graph on

did projections. 18 I is such a homomorphism , its value

is a[r(N.
EV(

The projective packing number is the supremum of the

values of the projective packings ofX. I is dended &p (X).



Reminder : a quantum codique in X is aN /> mabrix P-(,)

such that

say for each Vertex nin X
.E - d

(b) PuiPuj 8 if now are equal or adjacent,



types fixed here,
LemmaFor any graph X, we have20 &q). hadpogswapped

Proof Let Pur , usV), iss be a set of projections defining

a quantum coolique size & .
Set in pui for in VI)

These sums are orthogonal projections. Now

<Pn
.
Pr) = <Pur =&Pu Paisij

and

[rh (Pul = &Erk (Pui) - Asi
HV

Consequently20() 5 =&q(X). I



We need another proof of the inertia bound

(as motivation) . Assume W is a Hermitian weighted

adjacency mabrix for X . The lines spanned by
vectors a such that aWa-0 are the points of

a projective quadric . A subspace U of I" is

isotropic if Wuso Turin U . 18 S is a colique
in X , then spankines] is isotropic



e



It is known that the maximum dimension of an

isotropic subspace is min(n-/) , n -n (W3.

We turn to the proof of the theorem.

Proof (of inertia bound).

Recall that piPai , and is aprojection,
Let Yu, Yurius be an outhonormal basis for rol (Py)

and define vectors ui> en Yui



We have

ni , j Surdij

(Weld - 0

So the rectors i (EV() , is mrk(Pul) span an

isotropic subspace on the quadric given by WFd and

therefore
r : minEdin-n) (d(n-n[W]W)

,



Accordingly
> mind-n(w)

, nonthesa

For a long time, we had no examples ofgraphs
where the weighted inertia bound was not equal

to o(X). The first such examples were found by

Sinkovic . But now any graph with (5)

works,



~
Pioresan

Example Let I be the set of elements oforder two

in Sym(), (So 1819) and let X be the Cayley
graph X(Sym(), 8). Then () =5 and &q=6.

The permutations &(12)(3
,
(1374, (14(21), 113 are

a subgroup oforder four, inducing a 4-ligne,

The six costs of this subgroup partition VI)

into 4-cliques.



Suppose O is a quantum acolouring of Kn . Then D is an

nxn matrix over Malaxa CCI, such that each row a

column sums to Ed .
Then PP

*

-Ind
,

and se O is

an adond unitary mabrix.

Classically, nocolorings of Kn correspond toprojections.

We define a quantum permutation to be an nen mabria

of dad projections, such that all row o column sams equal Ed



Coherent algebras



"Recall" A coherent algebrad is an algebra of non

mabrices such that

can - is closed under transpose& complex conjugation

(b) 8 contains J and is closed under the Schur product

Simplest example : 8- Span SI,53 ; dim (8) = 2.

second simplest : A is the adjacency matrix of a

strongly regular graph , 8 spand. A, FEAS.



Tie for2nd simplest : Mathon (C). Unlike the previous two

examples
,
this is not commutative ; its dimension isnt, the

maximum possible.

For more interesting examples :

Theorem
.

The commutant of a set ofuxn permutation

mabrices is a coherent algebra.



Proof. If 8
, 08 are coherent subalgebras of Mathyn (D),

their intersection is a coherent algebra .

So we only need to prove

the theorem for a single permutation , P say. The

commutant of P is a matrix algebra and embains 5.

Assume M
,
N- Comm1P) . Then

P(MON) = PMOPN = MP - NP = (MONO

and we're done. E



The commutant of a set of permutations is equal to the

commutant of the group they generate.

Because the intersection of coherent algebras is

a coherent algebra , any set of matrices generates

a coherent algebra - the intersection of the coherent

algebra that contain the set. Our favorite example is

generated by A & J.



We devive one of the most important feels about

coherent algebrasi

Theorem A coherent algebra has a unique basis of

pairwise Schur orthogonal ol-matrices.

Proof Define the 10th Schur power Mo to be the mabnic
↳ Herms
-

MO"OM and if all - at... am ,
define acM to be

↳ a /(m
-n

It is a Schur polynomial in M.

V=0



Let I be a coherent algebra and assume Me8.

Leb,, ....My be the distinct entries of M . Then

M= Ni
,
where N is a Comatrix Let be the

unique polynomial of degreea such that P; /Mil
=Sii·

Then Ni = P: (M) ties in 8, for i s ......

If KOL are two -makizes in %, then KOLf6.


